Questions and Answers for Security Scanning Systems

Updated 11/27/19

Can you specify the number of hand held metal detectors and walk through metal detectors you need? 2 of each

Is the X-ray Inspection System with the tunnel opening of 21" (wide) by "13" (High) for the Area 1 Court Oxford, Ohio Location? Yes

Is the X-ray Inspection System with the tunnel opening of 24" (wide) by "22" (High) for the Area 3 Court West Chester Ohio Location? Yes

The 24" (wide) by "22" (High) request, will place the X-ray Inspection System size; larger than any of the current X-ray Inspection Systems the County currently owes. My question; is it acceptable to quote a X-ray System with the dimensions of 23" inches (wide) by 16" inches (High)? That will be the same size x-ray system as the x-ray systems the County currently has at the GSC and Juvenile Locations. Yes – dimensions are rough.

I would like a clarification for the X-ray Model that is required to have a tunnel opening dimensions 24” wide and 22” High. Please confirm that those dimensions are correct. Also, could you please indicate the base reference Model that you are citing for these dimensions.

We are looking for quotes on 1 x-ray machine comparable with a Heimann Smith 5030si and a 2nd unit comparable to a Heimann Smith 6040i.